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introduction

in august 1979 the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints
published a new edition of the king james version of the bible its
ancient standard work in august 1981 the church then published
new editions of the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants
and the pearl of great price its three latter day standard works this
1981 edition marked the first change in format since 1920 for the
book of mormon and since 1921 for both the doctrine and covenants
and the pearl of great price it also marked the first major addition
to the doctrine and covenants since 1876 except the manifesto
added in 1908 and since 1902 to the pearl of great price except for
two temporary additions in 1976 several features make the publica-
tion of these new editions of the standard works a monumental event
inin the onward progress of the church

in order to view these new editions in their proper setting we
need to review briefly the reasons that first prompted publication of
this LDS edition of the bible and then led to the decision to improve
and update the other standard works

for many years throughout the church students of the scriptures
have wished for a bible that was cross referenced to the other stan-
dard works for the past forty years or so many church members
have used a bible published by cambridge university which was
known as the missionary edition because it contained a separate
ready reference and other notes supplied by the church as special
helps to missionaries however the footnotes cross references and
dictionary designed for the bible only were prepared by cambridge
press and were often found inadequate for LDS use the bible dic-
tionary was informative in many instances but having been prepared
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without the advantage of latter day revelation it lacked discussion of
many topics significant to latter day saints and also contained a
number of viewpoints that believers in the book of mormon doc-
trine and covenants and pearl of great price would recognize as in-
correct latter day saints have a basic tenet that the bible as great
and venerable as it is whether it be the kingjamesking james version or any
other version is not now as it originally was neither in completeness
nor clarity consequently church members have often desired a
bible that would bring together under one cover cross references
to other standard works explanatory footnotes excerpts from the
joseph smith translation and any other features that would aid the
latter day saint reader

an initial step by president harold B lee in october 1972
established a committee consisting of elders thomas S monson and
boyd K packer of the quorum of the twelve soon elder bruce R
mcconkie was appointed by the first presidency to the committee
elders marvin J ashton and howard W hunter also served for a
time this committee acting under the immediate direction of presi-
dent spencer W kimball who at the time was president of the
quorum of the twelve was given a charge to prepare bible study
aids that would assist members of the church in increasing their scrip-
tural knowledge and improving their gospel scholarship the com-
mitteesmittees official name is the scriptures publications committee and
the first presidency has charged it with the responsibility of oversee-
ing the editing and publication of all the standard works of the
church

when the committee began its work it was given no detailed list
of plans except a stipulation that the text of the kingkingjamesjames bible was
to be used without alteration the committee called on others for
technical assistance1assistanceassistances1 and worked to identify ways to produce an edi-
tion of the bible that latter day saints could use to maximum advan-
tage williamjameswilliamWillia mJamesjames mortimer then manager ofofdeseretdeseret book in salt
lake city and now director of printing services for the church was
appointed committee secretary in this capacity he also served as the
church business agent in the actual work of publishing the scriptures
subcommittees were formed assignments were made and the work

manywany were engaged in the production of these new editions of the standard works at one time at least
one hundred faculty and students at brigham young university were assigned various tasks many faculty
throughout the seminary and institute of religion systems were also involved it would be impossible to list all
who contributed and a partial list would be inadequate the principal laborers besides those mentioned in
the text of this article were ellis T rasmussen and robert C patch of the BYU religious instruction faculty
they were assisted by robert J matthews mention must be made also of the exceptional computer work of
steve howes and vicki barney hovik of BYU and of the excellent work of secretaries and typists without
which the project could not have been done
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commenced As materials were produced they were submitted to
the scriptures publications committee for review and periodically
cleared by the first presidency and the twelve

because cambridge university in great britain had the necessary
equipment and experienced personnel the page layout typesetting
proofreading and making of printing plates were done there the
cambridge technicians also developed a special easy to read type
style with short extenderstendersex which made it pleasing to the eye yet per-
mitted the lines to be placed quite close together thus saving space
since most of the books would be marketed in the US the majority
of the printing and binding was done in boston to save shipping
expense

in august 1979 seven years after the work commenced the LDS
edition of the king james version came from the press with the
following 1 new explanatory chapter headings 2 an extensive
598 page topical guide abbreviated TG in the new editions or
subject matter index with 3495 entries 3 over 600 excerpts from the
joseph smith translation of the bible abbreviated JST that greatly
illuminate passages of the king james version abbreviated KJV
4 cross references to all of the standard works 5 a 195 page bible

dictionary referenced BD with 1285 entries especially written for
latter day saint use 6 a simplified footnote system and 7 24 easy
to read maps with a gazetteer the topical guide bible dictionary a
section of joseph smith translation passages gazetteer and maps
form an 826 page appendix

the new footnotingfootnoting based upon verses rather than on chapters
employs a simplified numbering system beginningwithbeginning with a in each
verse former systems based on chapters rather than on verses often
extended to a long series of footnotes going all the way through the
alphabet and having to double the reference symbol as in aa

bb etc the former system offered a chain reference which the
new format does not but the simplicity of use when coupled with the
topical guide makes the new system preferable and the chain system
unnecessary

during the preparation of the bible study helps it became ap-
parent that ideally there should be new editions of the other standard
works since the improved chapter headings and the footnote and
cross referencing systems developed for the bible would
also benefit the other scriptures furthermore there were several
typographical errors and omissions in the latter day scriptures that
needed correction other clarifications and additions including new
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introductory material for each of the books of the triple combination
two new sections having to do with salvation for the dead maps for
the doctrine and covenants president wilford woodruffswoodruffe views
concerning the manifesto and a statement about the 1978 priesthood
revelation would likewise be beneficial for the best use of these scrip-
tures

the new editions virtually offer a comprehensive course of study
in the gospel of jesus christ and were designed for use by seminary
and institute students missionaries and the general membership of
the church however even an advanced scholar can benefit from the
chapter headings joseph smith translation entries alternate read-
ings from hebrew and greek easy to read reference system and oth-
er such features 2

THE BIBLE

the text of the new edition is the kingjameskingjames version in britain
known as the authorized version which is the official english
language bible of the church no modifications of any kind were
made in the text itself the additions being limited to extensive study
aids the cross references chapter headings footnotes topical
guide and bible dictionary are not official pronouncements of
church doctrine although the committees who prepared them en-
deavoreddeavored to be accurate

chapter headings
every chapter in the bible has an explanatory descriptive head-

ing written especially for this new edition to give the reader a preview
of the chapter usually with a doctrinal emphasis the headings are
interpretive and actually serve as a commentary to each chapter the
following example from genesis chapter 3 will illustrate this point
other editions of the bible have depicted the events of this chapter as

mans shameful fall and the serpent cursed headnotesheadnotes in the
missionary edition the new LDS edition reads

the serpent lucifer deceives eve she and then adam partake of
the fonforforbiddenhidden fruit her seed caristcarestchristchiist shall armisebruise the serpents
head role of woman andofmanundand ofmanodmanof man adam andaveandeveandedeeveeaf cast out ofodthethe gar
den of eden adam presides eve becomes the mother of all living

vlnavina fielding anderson church publishes first LDS edition of the bible ensign 9 october 1979
8 18
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toticaltopicalToloticalticarticaltihal guide and concordance
the topical guide and concordance is a major segment of the new

material consisting of 3495 entries at least 750 ofwhich are extensive
collections of scriptural statements with references from all of the
standard works this topical guide which is really a subject matter
index is a most useful instrument and in a unique way shows that the
four standard works teach the same doctrine thus effectively demon-
strating that they are witnesses for each other the alphabetical en-
tries are so constructed that in a matter of minutes any reader can
locate a number of passages from the standard works on almost any
gospel topic passages are given first from the old testament then
the new testament the book of mormon the doctrine and cove-
nants and then the pearl of great price

A committee of six persons prepared these materials which were
first published in 1977 as A topical guide to the scriptures of the
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints this publication field
tested the materials and also allowed its many users to note errors and
omissions and thus improve its contents every copy contained a
detachable form which asked for readers suggestions to be sent to
the committee that volume was subsequently revised and published
in the new edition of the bible in 1979 as topical guide with
selected concordance and index

this guide is at once extensive yet simple in its construction for
example under the general topic of jesus christ there are nearly
1600 scriptures this large number of references would be unwieldly
were it not for the alphabetical arrangement of fifty eight subtopics
that provide a very definite selection of information from each of the
standard works

thethejosephTh eJosephjoseph smith translation
the new LDS edition of the bible retains the text of the king

james version throughout but augments it with more than 600 foot-
note passages from the joseph smith translation of the bible these
footnotes cite the reference to and reprint the text of the joseph
smith translation if it is not more than eight lines long excerpts
longer than eight lines are included in a seventeen page collection
beginning on page 797 of the appendix under the title joseph
smith translation excerpts too lengthy for inclusion in foot-
notes the book of moses and joseph smith matthew formerly
joseph smith I1 in the pearl of great price are also excerpts from

the joseph smith translation but since most users of the new LDS
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edition of the bible will also have a copy of the pearl of great price
footnotes to moses and joseph smith matthew are designated
by citation only

the joseph smith translation provides many items of clarifica-
tion as well as additional information and its contributions are usual-
ly doctrinal in nature entries range from short items consisting of
the correction of one word to long passages cifof hundreds of words

an example of a josephajoseph smith translation entry is found in con-
nection withjohnwitwith johnhJohn 41 3 the subject is baptism and the kingjamesking james
version reads

when therefore the lord knew how the phariseesPharisees had heard that jesus
made and baptized more disciples than john though jesus himself
baptized not but his disciples he leftleftjudeajudea

the foregoing passage leads one to conclude that jesus did not per-
sonally perform water baptisms the corresponding passage from the
joseph smith translation john 41 5 clearly affirms that he did

when therefore the phariseesPharis ees had heard thatjesusthat jesus made and baptized
more disciples than john they sought more diligently some means that
they might put him to death for many received john as a prophet but
they believed not onjesuson jesus now the lord knew this though he himself
baptized not so many as his disciples for he suffered them for an exam-
ple preferring one another and he leffleftleftjudeajudea

other passages remove contradictions clarify obscure or vague
statements correct erroneous conclusions and offer much informa-
tion not available from any other source the joseph smith transla-
tion is one of the major contributions of the prophet joseph smith
toward understanding the bible and it is an excellent study guide to
help readers obtain the true meaning and intention of many
passages

the bible dictionary
the new dictionary is based upon the cambridge dictionary that

appeared for many years in the missionary edition of the bible used in
the church but this dictionary has been improved in three major
ways 1 items considered by the committee either to be in error or
of insufficient value to be given space in the new dictionary were
omitted 2 items that were incomplete because they were based on
the bible alone were strengthened and complemented by latter day
revelation and also the teachings of the prophet joseph smith con-
tained in the history of the caunchchurch abbreviated HC in the new edi-
tions this includes entries on the fall zion arimurim and thummimThummim
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adam sacrifice and hundreds of others 3 new entries were added
that were basic to the gospel including discussions on such matters as
dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times aaronic priesthood melchizedek
priesthood the family and many others the changes in the new
dictionary are doctrinal rather than cultural or geographical it con-
tains a total of 1285 entries

alternate readings from hebrew and greek
even though the king james version is unchanged in the new

edition additional help is often needed because some of its passages
do not adequately reflect the hebrew and greek texts therefore
alternate readings developed by scholars at brigham young universi-
ty are provided in the footnotes to clarify obscure and obsolete terms
and to explain idiomatic phrases for example

I1

created gen 1111 is

shown inin the footnote to have the meanibeanimeaningng in hebrew of shaped
or fashioned the phrase multiply thy sorrow and thy concep-
tion gen 316 is shown to mean in hebrew increase thy discom-
fort and thy size ie in the condition and process of pregnancy
the phrase seek judgment isa 117 is shown to mean seek
justice and they judge not the fatherless isa 123 means
I1 I1 they do not do justice to the fatherless the phrase searchethsearcheth the
reins rev 223 is shown in the greek text to mean searchethsearcheth the

desires and thoughts the noisome sore rev 162 in
the greek is really a bad or evil sore instead ofofjohnsjohns looking
upon the scarlet woman with great admiration rev 176 the
footnote shows the meaning to be great astonishment although
such helps are found throughout the entire bible LDS readers will
probably most appreciate those in genesis isaiah and revelation
because the subject matter of these books has such a direct bearing on
the latter days

THE BOOK OF MORMON

preliminary pages
one of the significant additions of the 1981 edition of the book

of mormon is a one page introduction that briefly explains what the
book of mormon is this introduction declares that the crowning
event recorded in the book of mormon is the personal ministry of the
lord jesus christ among the nephitesNephites soon after his resurrection
also included is the prophetjosephprophet joseph smiths declaration that the book
of mormon is the most correct of any book on earth and the key-
stone of our religion and a man would get nearer to god by abiding
by its precepts than by any other book
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earlier editions of the book of mormon contained the testimo-
ny of three witnesses the testimony of eight witnesses and
an article bearing the caption origin of the book of mormon
these are also included in the new edition but the latter article has a
new title testimony of the prophet joseph smith one of the ef-
fects of this new caption is to create an impressive crescendo in the
testimonies of these special witnesses culminating in the testimony of
the prophet joseph smith who is the greatest witness

chapter headings
every chapter in the 1981 edition of the book of mormon has

been given a new descriptive interpretive and explanatory heading
for example the former heading to 2 nephi 3 read

lehi to his sonjosephson joseph A prophecy byjosephby joseph in egypt A choice seer
foretold the mission of moses hebrew anyandandnephitenephite scriptures

the new heading is more specific

joseph in egypt saw the nephitesNep hites inin vision he prophesied of ofjosephjoseph
smith the latter day seer of moses who would deliver israel and of
the coming forth of the book of mormon

another example showing the increase of detail in the new
headings is seen in 3 nephi 15 former heading

the law of moses supersededsupercededsuperceded the giver of the law fulfills the
law the sheep of anotherfoldanother fold

new heading

jesus announces that the law of moses isjuffiis fulfillediledaniledinin him the nephitesNep hites
are the other sheep ofwhom he spake in injerusalemjerusalem because of iniquity
the lords people in jerusalem do not know of the scattered sheep of
israel

the hundreds of new chapter headings constitute a kind of com-
mentary to the book of mormon

text corrections
throughout the various printingspaintingsprintings and editions of the book of

mormon beginning with the first english edition in 1830 there have
occurred some variations in the text most of these have been slight
and often have not seriously affected the meaning of the passage
however some have been significant enough to warrant correction

A researcher seeking to determine the original andandoror correct
text of the book of mormon has several advantages and source materi-
als of a kind that are not available to those seeking the original texts
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of the bible for one thing a sizeable portion of the original
manuscript of the book of mormon whichjosephwhich joseph smith dictated to
oliver cowdery and other scribes is extant and is housed in the ar-
chives of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints in salt lake
city it consists of 144 handwrittenhand written pages covering material roughly
from 1 nephi 2t62 to 2 nephi 1 alma 22 through 46 aandhd also parts of
the book ofofhelamanhelaman A complete copy of the original which is prin-
cipally but not entirely in the handwriting of oliver cowdery is also
extant and is generally referred to as the printers copy because it
was made to be used in setting the type for the first edition of the
book of mormon this manuscript is owned by the reorganized
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints RLDS and is housed in
missouri it consists of 466 pages and containscontains some slight variations
from the original dictated manuscript both of these documents have
been used for research by members of the LDS and RLDS churches

in addition to the original prepublication handwritten docu-
ments copies are also available of every printed edition of the book of
mormon those most notable for comparison of the text are the
1830 1837 1840 1852 1876 and 1920 editions the first three are
particularly valuable because they were printed during the lifetime of
the prophet joseph smith and some copies contain editorial notes by
him the title page to the third edition 1840 contains the state-
ment that it has been carefully revised by the translator

many of the variations in the text of the book of mormon consist
of unintentional departures by the typesetter of the first edition from
the handwritten manuscript while others are transcription errors by
oliver cowdery as he made the printers copy furthermore studies
show that some typographical errors have persisted in every edition of
the book of mormon and other variations have occurred in some but
not all of the many printed editions fortunately there have been
scholars who being aware of these variations have commented on
them in their formal papers and other publications 3 the 1981 edi-
tion has benefited from such research and has at least 265 corrections
of which about 100 are substantial enough to affect the meaning A
few significant items are as follows

1 nephi 132415241324 instead of plainness of the gospel the new
edition uses fulnessfalnessfulness of the gospel the original dictated manuscript

among these arejeffreyrare jeffrey R holland an analysis of selected changes in major editions of the book of
mormon 1830 1920 masters thesis brigham young university 1966 stanley R larson A study of
some textual variations in the book of mormon comparing the original and the printers manuscripts and
the 1830 the 1837 and the 1840 editions masters thesis brigham young university 1974 and richard
P howard restoration scriptures A study of their textual development independence mo herald
publishing house 1969
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says fulnessfalnessfulness the printers copy says plainness which was an
understandable human error because plain and plainness occur
several times in the same chapter and plainness is the topic of the
passage all subsequent editions have used plainness because of
the influence of the first printing the 1981 edition returned to the
original text because fulnessfalnessfulness seems to be consistent with the in-
tended meaning of the passage which is a declaration that many
plain and precious things have been taken out of the bible therefore
it no longer contains the fulnessfalness of the gospel message

1 nephi 192 instead of engraven upon those plates
slengravenSlenengraven upon those first plates is used the history of this
passage is the same as that of the previous entry that is the word in
the original text was dropped in the printers copy and all subse-
quent printingspaintingsprin tings have omitted it the passage isis more precise with the
wordfirstwordfirsfwordnanttfirst included on the basis of the original manuscript the word
first has been restored to the 1981 text

1 nephi 1923 the book of moses becomes the books of
moses the justification for this correction is that the original
manuscript uses the plural books the printers copy uses book
the correction is also reasonable and necessary since moses wrote
more than one book and the book of mormon itself speaks of the

five books of moses 1 nephi 551111

2nephi2272 nephi 227 instead of the great mediation the 1981 edi-
tion uses the great mediator this passage was obviously a reading
error by the typesetter the original manuscript is not extant the
printers manuscript reads mediator but the first and all subse-
quent editions have read mediation the sentence is grammatical-
ly more correct with mediator because it retains the parallel structure
that the choice for mankind is between christ the great mediator
and the devil this parallelism is weakened by the uses of the word

mediation correcting this passage is therefore of significance for
grammatical accuracy as well as doctrinal emphasis

2 nephi 306 instead of white and delightsome as in
most earlier editions the 1981 edition uses pure and delight-
some in reference to future lamanite generations the printers
copy says white unfortunately the remaining portion of the
original dictated manuscript does not include this scripture the
1830 and 1837 editions of the book of mormon based on the print-
ers copy also say white however the 1840 edition which was
I1 carefully4carefully revised by the prophet joseph smith uses pure in
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place of white all subsequent editions have reverted to white
probably because the 1852 edition the next after the 1840 was based
on the 1837 edition rather than on the 1840 in the process ofarrang-
ing the 1981 edition the committee presented all of the textual cor-
rectionsrections along with the reason for each proposed correction to the first
presidency and the twelve for approval the decision to use pure
in this passage was made not on the basis of the original manuscripts
as were most other cases but on the 1840 revision by the prophet

joseph smith and the judgment of the living prophets this correc-
tion does not negate the concept that future generations ofoflamaniteslamanitesLamanites
will become white but it removes the concept that one has to be
white to be delightsome to the lord

mosiah 2915291 him have I1 punished according to the law which
has been given is corrected to him have I1 punished according to
the crime which he has committed according to the law which has
been given although the original manuscript is not extant the
printers copy contains the whole passage as did the 1830 printing
however the 1837 and all subsequent printingspaintingsprintings have omitted ac-
cording to the crime which he has committed an omission of this
kind seems to have occurred because of the repetition of the words
I1 according to the the typesetters eye easily passing to the last in-
stance and not seeing the intervening words this phenomenon hap-
pens often enough that textual critics have given it a name homolohomoeo
archton meaning same beginnings or homoeoteleuton same
endings it is a problem to anyone copying extensive amounts of
material or to a printer setting type in this case mosiah 2915
material was omitted from the text by the typesetter although the
incomplete passage still makes sense the important detail that
punishment was measured according to the crime was lost in other
instances the same process was responsible for the loss of material that
was more vital to the meaning as the next example illustrates

alma 3230 chapter 32 contains alma s discourse comparing
faith in god to the sprouting of a seed and growth of a plant both
the original manuscript and the printers copy show that the printed
editions have omitted thirty five words from the latter part of verse 30
in the original the phrase sproutethsprou teth and beginnethbeginneth to grow occurs
three times in close proximity however the first printed edition
1830 retained only two of these phrases thus losing the rest of the

material all subsequent editions of the book of mormon have re-
flected the 1830 loss which is clearly the result of the typesetters
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mistaking the last phrase of the copy as the one he had just set
the thirty five words have now been restored to the 1981 text

and now behold will not this strengthen your faith yea it will
strengthen your faith for ye will say I1 know that this is a good seed
for behold it sproutethsprou teth and beginnethbeginneth to grow

the foregoing example is the most extensive restoration inin any
portion of the book of mormon and is necessary not only for textual
accuracy but also because the words are needed to complete the
thought expressed by alma that ones experience in the initial
growth of faith is a strengthening process toward even greater faith

alma 16516.5 instead of whether the 1981 text uses whither the
situation described in this passage is a time of war in which some
nephitesNephites have been taken captive by the lamanitesLamanites in the earlier
editions the chief captain over the nephite armies goes to alma the
high priest because alma has the spirit of prophecy and asks wheth-
er the lord would that they should go in search of their captive
brethren use of the word whether means to ask ifatheyytheythey should go or
not the original manuscript is not extant for this passage but the
printers copy uses the word whether as have all editions of the
printed book of mormon however the printers copy also contains a
correction that was made during work for the 1837 edition indicating
the word should be whither why this correction was not incor-
porated into the 1837 edition is not known it has now been included
in the 1981 edition the word whither of course means where not

if the proper sense of the passage therefore is where shall we go
to find our brethren that whither is the proper word is further
verified in the next verse in which alma tells them where to go to
rescue the prisoners

explanatory footnotes
in addition to cross references to all LDS scriptures the 1981 edi-

tion contains a number of explanatory or content footnotes these
occur occasionally to explain terms that seem to have a hebrew con-
nectionnection such as in 1 nephi 221010 in which lehi wishes his son lemuel
could be like a valley firm and steadfast and immovable in keep-
ing the commandments of the lord the footnote reads IE

like eziondzion geber the hebrew roots of which denote firmness and
strength or might of a man

when ishmael died he I1 was buried in the place which was called
nahomnahorn and his daughters did mourn exceedingly 1 nephi
1634 35 the footnote for the word nahom reads HEB probably
consolation from verb naham be sorry console oneoneselfseifself
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the quotations from isaiah contain many footnotes explaining
hebrew terms and comparative information with the joseph smith
translation and the book of mormon for example at 2 nephi 122
the following footnote occurs comparison with the king james
bible in english shows that there are differences in more than half of
the 433 verses of isaiah quoted in the book of mormon while about
200 verses have the same wording as KJV another footnote for 2

nephi 118 reads see the latter day saint edition of the king
james version of the bible for other notes and cross references on
these chapters from isaiah

pronouncing guide
at the conclusion of the 1981 edition of the book of mormon is a

new version of the pronouncing guide that suggests probable sounds
of the words from the book of mormon

index
an extensive index of 416 pages and nearly 2500 topics is placed

in the back portion of the triple combination for all three standard
works the headings are followed by separate paragraphs for refer-
ences from the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants and
the pearl of great price when any of the three books is published
separately it will contain its portion of the index one of the features
of this index is that it frequfreaufrequentlyentlyantly refers the readers to the topical guide
andor the bible dictionary for additional information

THE DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS

the new explanatory introduction to the doctrine and
covenants is designed 1 to inform the reader as to why a collection
of revelations like those contained in the doctrine and covenants ex-
ists 2 to present a short history of various printingspaintingsprintings 3 to present
the testimony of the twelve apostles of 1835 to the truth of the
book of doctrine and covenants and 4 to explain how this new
edition is different from earlier ones it closes with the explanation
that various errors have occurred and been perpetuated in previous
editions especially in dates and geographic place names given in the
historical portions of the headnotesheadnotes therefore some minor correc-
tions were in order in this 1981 edition

other special features of this edition include two new sections
137 and 138 material by president wilford woodruff about the

manifesto of 1890 and the first presidency statement about the
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priesthood revelation of 1978 there are also improved cross
references improved section headings new subject matter sum-
maries for each section and four maps showing major geographical
locations all of which help readers understand and rejoice in the
message the lord has given in the doctrine and covenants

corrections and additions were made when error had occurred or
when it seemed that fuller explanation was needed in the headnotesheadnotes
than had been given in previous editions considerable care was
given to assure accuracy most of the alterations were made in the
headnotesheadnotes changes in the text were basically limited to punctuation
see dac 7616 17 and a few deletions of unnecessary words see
dacd&c 78 it would not be feasible in a summary article such as this to
include every variant but we will present a few to show what has been
done we will also attempt to give the rationale behind the correc-
tions in the new edition 4

section headnotesHeadnotes
in the earlier editions of the doctrine and covenants the head

notes contained two types of material historical background and a
content summary these were printed all the way across the page
covering the space of two columns in the new edition the headnotesheadnotes
contain historical and background information only and still reach
across the entire page the content summaries are separated from the
history and placed at the top of the lefthandleft hand column consistent with
the format used in the chapter summaries of both the bible and the
book of mormon it thus places the content summary which is gen-
erally doctrinal in nature in a paragraph by itself in a more con-
spicuous position than formerly used

many of the historical background portions are significantly dif-
ferent from earlier headings A discussion of some of the headnotesheadnotes
and the reasons why they are different follows in the numerical order
of the sections

section 1 beginning with the 1921 edition the heading read
revelation given through joseph smith the prophet during a

special conference of elders of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter
day saints heldakheldatheld at hiram ohio november 1 1831 the 1981 edi-
tion omits the phrase ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints

information for corrections and additions was drawn from many sources the most significant of which
are robert J woodford the historical development of the doctrine and covenants phd diss
brigham young university 1974 and lyndon W cook prepublication manuscript for his book the revela-
tions odtheoftheof raetherke prophetjosephpropfetprophet joseph smith provo utah seventy s mission bookstore 1981 in addition many of
the faculty of religious instruction at BYU contributed individual items and made helpful suggestions
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when the church was organized on 6 april 1830 it was called
the church of christ see dacd&c 202011 as is evident from many early
documents including the title page of the book of commandments
printed in 1833 the complete title of the church as we know it to-
day was not revealed until 1838 see dacd&c 1153 4 therefore it
would be anachronistic to refer to the church in 1831 by a title it did
not receive until 1838 this minor but historically accurate adjust-
ment was also made in the headings of sections 21 22 and 102

section 2 former editions have read WORDS SPOKEN BY

MORONI the angel to tojosephjoseph smith the prophet the new edition
reads anA extract from the words 0of the angel moroni to joseph
smith the prophet since moroni spoke many more words than
those presented in section 2 this clarification seems appropriate

section 3 the former heading revelation given to joseph
smith the prophet at harmony pennsylvania july 1828 relating to
the loss of certain manuscripts of the first part of the book of mor-
mon is enlarged to read relating to the loss of 116
pages of manuscript translatedfromtranslated tromfrom thefirstpartrhethe first tartparttarr of the book of mor-
mon which was called the book ofoflehileailehileal

A similar clarification occurs in the heading to section 10 A
footnote to dacd&c 1042 explains the reason for the change in the
preface to the first edition of the book of mormon the prophet ex-
plained that the material in the 116 pages had been translated from a
portion of the plates called the book ofoflehilehilehliehl

section 11 this revelation was given throughjosephthrough joseph smith the
prophet to his brother hyrum and carries a date of may 1829 its
placement in the doctrine and covenants tends to suggest a time pri-
or to the restoration of the aaronic priesthood on 15 may 1829 sec-
tion 13 however in the history odtheof the church compiled from data
dictated or approved by the prophet the revelation to hyrum is
placed after the restoration of the aaronic priesthood 5 conse-
quentlyquent ly an explanatory note in the new edition indicates that sec-
tion 11 possibly was received after the restoration of the aaronic
priesthood

section 30 this is a revelation to david whitmer peter
whitmer jr and john whitmer the heading is essentially the
same in both the former and new editions for the date place and
recipients however the new edition adds the following histor-
ical comment originally this material was published as three

joseph smith jr history odtheoftheof rhethe church ofofjesusjerusjesus christ oflatterof lafreylatter day saints 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt
lake city deseret news 1932 51 13946139 46 hereafter cited as history odtheoftheof ramtherpm church
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revelations it was combined into one section by the prophet for
the 1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants in the book
of commandments 183318351853185518331853 this material appears separately as chap-
ters 31 32 and 33

section 5434 the forepart of the heading is essentially unchanged
except for a comment that parley P pratt is an older brother to
orson pratt however at the end of the heading the new edition
adds this revelation was received in the peter whitmer sen
home 6

section 35 the former editions read

revelanongivenrevelation given to joseph smith the prophet and sidney rigdon
december1830december 1830 As a aprefacepreface to his record orthisofthisof thiothis revelation the prophet
wrote in december sivneysidneysierey rigdon came to inquire of the lord and
with him came edward parriPartipartridgefdgeidgeemye the latter was a pattern ofoffiietypiety and
one of the lords great men

the new edition alters this considerably

revelation given to joseph smith the prophet and sidney rigdon at or
nearnearfayetterayettefayetteragette new york december 18318300 at this time the proph-
et was engaged almost daily in making a translation of the bible the
translation was begun as early arjuneasjuneas iunejunelune 1830 and both oliver cowdery
andyjohnandjohnundand john whitmer had served as scribes since they had now been
called to other duties sidney rigdon was called by divine appointment
to serve as the prophets scribe in this work bersevezsedezsebenseverseverse20verse 20 asaAs a preface to
his record of this revelation the prophet wrote in december sidney
rigdon came promalfromfromlfrom ohio to inquire of the lord and with him came
edward partridge shortly after the anebalarrivalanival of these two brethren
thus spake the lord

in order to show the context of this revelation it seems necessary to
provide information about the work of translating the bible in which
the prophet was engaged furthermore since the revelation was to
sidney rigdon it seems appropriate to delete from the former head-
ing the reference to the character of edward partridge and include it
in the heading to section 36 which is a revelation to him

section 4543 the former heading declared that the first part of the
revelation was addressed to the elders of the church and the latter
part to the nations of the earth however a close reading of the
revelation suggests that the entire revelation is to the elders this is
handled accordingly in the 1981 edition the first part deals with

discourse by orson pratt 18 september 1859 journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols london latter day
saints book depot 1854 86 reprint ed 1967 7311
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matters of0f church polity the latterpartiatterlatter part contains a warning that the
elders are to give to the nations of the earth

section 49 this revelation was given to sidney rigdon parley P
pratt and leman copley about the religious group known as the
shaking quakers the new edition explains that the correct name of
the shakers was united society of believers in christs second ap-
pearing 7 it also adds useful information about some of the major
doctrinal concepts held by the shakers enabling the reader to better
understand certain statements in the revelation the new edition
thus adds the following to the heading

some of the beliefs of the shakers were that christs second coming had
already occurred and he jadbadhadfadfud appeared in the form of a woman ann
lee baptism by water was not considered essential the eating ofofporkpork
was spenisaenispecificallyfinallyfically forbidden and many did not eat any meat anandd a celi-
bate life was considered higher than marriage in prefacing this revela-
tion the prophet wrote in order to have a more perfect understand-
ing on the subject I1 inquired of the lord and received the following

when the reader has some idea of the beliefs of the shakers
he can see the intent of the revelation more clearly for instance
verses 5 10 have a strong emphasis on the facts thatjesusthat jesus is the son of
god and the savior of all the world and that he will come again to
earth verses 22 23 declare that when the savior comes he will not
come in the form of a woman neither of a man traveling on the
earth this precise information has direct bearing upon the shak-
ers doctrine for they believed jesus had already come as a woman
likewise verses 11 14 emphasize the ordinances of the gospel in-
cluding the necessity of baptism verses 15 17 speak against willful
celibacy verses 18 19 declare that the eating of meat is not forbidden
by the lord each of these declarations is directed at some aspect of
the shakers belief without a knowledge of those beliefs the reader
of this revelation might not see the significance of what the lord is

saying and the revelation would appear to be of general application
the background shows the revelation has specific intent

the new heading closes with this statement the revelation
refuted some of the basic concepts of the shaker group thetheadoretheaforeafore-
mentioned brethren took a copy of the revelation to the shaker com-
munity near cleveland ohio andreadisandreaditandreand reudreadreddaditit to them in its entirety but
it was rejected

the material concerning the shakers beliefs was obtained from milton V backmanbackmanjrjr of the BYU
religious instruction faculty and several written sources notably frederick william evans compendium of
the origin history principles rules andregulationsandregulations government and doctrines of the united society of
believers in christs secondappearingsecond appearing new york D appleton and co 1859
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two other items that clarify this revelation should also be noted
verse 18 reads and whosochoso forbiddethforbiddeth to abstain from meats that
man should not eat the same is not ordained of god the awkward
wording forbiddethforbiddeth to abstain has the same effect as a double
negative and could cause misunderstanding by seemingly saying that
the eating of meat is forbidden the obvious meaning of the passage
however is clear in verse 19 which states that the beasts of the field
and the fowls of the air are ordained for the use of man for food
and for raiment As an added clarification the new edition con-
tains a footnote for verse 18 as follows IE biddethbirdeth to abstain see
v 19 and gen 93 4

in verse 21 we find the statement and wo be unto man that
sheddeth blood or that wastethwasseth flesh and hath no need to this is
appended the corollary footnote that reads TG life sanctity of JST
gen 9911gligil11 and surely blood shall not be shed only for meat to save
your lives and the blood of every beast will I1 require at your hands

section 61 this revelation was given on the bank of the missouri
river at a place called mcllwainesmcilwainesMcllwainmciiwainMcIlwa ineses bend the new heading offers
several clarifications one of which corrects the earlier statement that
placed the revelation on the first day ofaodaofajourneyof a tourneyjourney on the missouri
river based on a study of the historical records 8 the new heading
states that the event took place on the third day of the journey
another helpful feature connected with this revelation is that the
map on page 297 of the new edition showing the missouri illinois
area locates McIlwamcllwainesmcilwainesMcllwainmciiwainineses bend the location of this site has been
generally unknown but through calculations made by modern schol-
ars from information in journals and diaries it has been located 9

section 72 this revelation has to do with the appointment of
the second bishop in the church the new edition explains that

this section is a compilation of two revelations received on the same
day verses 1 8 make known the calling of newernewelknewelnedelkK whitney as a
bishop he was then called and ordained after which verses 9 26
were received giving additional information as to a bishops
duties w

section 78 most students of church history are aware that sec-
tions 78 82 92 96 103 104 and 105 carried a number of code
names and words used to disguise the identity of the persons places

A sidney gilbert book of commandments laws and covenants book B library archives
historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited
as church archives as cited in cook revelations of prophetjosephprophet joseph smith p 143

gmaxsmaxwaxmax parkin and lyndon cook as cited in cook revelations of prophetjosephprophet jasephjoseph smith p 143
thelothe clarification for this division comes from the kirtland revelation book church archives

ppap 13 15
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and concepts referred to the original drafts of these revelations did
not contain these code words but used rather the real names of the
persons and places these code words began with the 1835 edition of
the doctrine and covenants however many readers have not
understood why these unusual names were used some have sup-
posed they represented a divine or revealed name of the persons and
perhaps pertained to a past or future existence this evidently was
not the case the code names were used in 1835 so as not to expose to
the enemies of the church the identity of the persons places or con-
cepts the 1876 edition of the doctrine and covenants printed the
real names in brackets after the code words this practice was con-
tinued until the 1981 edition since there exists no present need to
have the code names the 1981 edition uses only the names in the
original manuscript this procedure is explained in the new head-
note to sections 78 and 82

section 82 has some additional interesting factors requiring
further discussion prepublication handwritten manuscripts are
available for all of the revelations containing code words except for
section 82 since the printed editions of section 82 have four code
names not found in the other sections the people to whom they refer
remained unidentified even in the new 1981 edition this is ex-
plained in a footnote to verse 11 alam was probably edward par-
tridge see HC 1363 the other unusual names in this verse are not
identifiable at this time although some current scholars attempted
to identify the three remaining persons referred to in the unusual
names mahalaleel harah and shalemanassehShalemanasseh there was not a con-
sensus and it seemed best therefore not to identify these code words
in the new edition

much of what we know about the origin of the unusual names
was given in an article by elder orson pratt longtime church histori-
an and a member of the twelve he explained the circumstances that
gave rise to the names and he also identified some of the persons
but he was writing from memory and made some errors I111I1 some of
the words such as badrakbaurak ale formerly in dacd&c 10516 and baneemy
in 10527 have hebrew origins

section 86 this revelation clarifies some aspects of the parable
of the wheat and the tares contained in matthew 13 the former
heading read revelation given throughjosephthrough josepajoseph smith the proph-
et at kirtland ohio december 6 1832

9 the new heading adds

discourse by orson pratt 16 august 1873 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 16156 see also orson pratt the
seer 1853 54 reprint ed salt lake city eugene wagner nd ppap 227 29
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by way of explanation this revelation was received while the
prophet was reviewing and editing the manuscript of the translation
of the bible

there are interesting historical items that contribute to the
foregoing statement the prophethadprophetProphethadhad already completed the trans-
lation of the new testament by march 1832 eight months before he
received the revelation recorded as section 86 in his initial transla-
tion the prophet did not alter matthew 1330 which in the king
james version places the gathering of the tares before the gathering
of the wheat however the joseph smith translation manuscript has
a note pinned over the passage making the proper correction that the
wheat is gathered first this corresponds with the sequence given in
dacd&c 867 this correction apparently was added on 6 december 1832
while the prophet was reviewing the manuscript for publication
although this entire review was not completed until july 1833 12

in december the prophet was working with matthew 13
A note in the prophet s journal for 6 december 1832 reads

december 6 translating and received a revelation explaining the
parable of the wheat and the tares etc 13 the activity referred to by
the prophet apparently has reference to his review of the bible manu-
script this example is an illustration that during the process of the
bible translation the prophet received light and inspiration not only
correcting errors that had crept into the bible but also providing addi-
tional information in this case section 86 not only corrects a biblical
error but also interprets the parable in terms of latter day fulfillment
this revelation also demonstrates the close relationship that existed
between the translation of the bible and the reception of many reve-
lations now contained in the doctrine and covenants

section 87 the former editions have the following headnote
revelation AND PROPHECY ON WAR given throughjosephthrough joseph smith

the prophet december25december25 1832185278527832 the new edition adds the follow-
ing this section was received at a time when the brethren were
reflecting and reasoning upon african slavery on the american conti-
nent and the slavery of the children of men throughout the world
this information is attributed to president brigham young 14

section 88 the earlier heading read revelation given
throughjosephthrough joseph smith the prophet at kirtland ohio december 27

1832 designated by the prophet the olive leaf it has been

history odtheof rhethe church 1324
joseph smithjournalsmith journal 6 december 1832 church archives we are indebted to stephen knecht for

insight on the situationsituation
14 discourse by brigham young 20 may 1860 journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 858
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enlarged in the 1981 edition to read it was designated by the
prophet as the olive leaf pluckedfromplucked tromfrom the tree of paradise
the lords message of peace to us it appears from the historical
records thatportionstharthattrat portions of this revelation were receivedonreceivedreceiveyondonon december 27
and 28 1832 andjanuaryand January 3 1833 15

section 89 the heading in former editions read revelation
given through joseph smith the prophet at kirtland ohio febr-
uary 27 1833 known as the word of wisdomlVismomdomsom the 1981 edition
adds the following background information As a consequenceofconsequence of
the early brethren using tobacco in their meetings the prophet was
led to ponder upon the matter consequently he inquired of the lord
concerning it this revelation known as the word of wisdom was
thereaulttheresultfhethefae result the first three verses were originally written as an inspired
introduction and description by the prophet

when the word of wisdom was first printed originally as a sep-
arate tract and later in the 1835 edition of the doctrine and cove-
nants the material now contained in verses 1 3 consisted of a para-
graph that was not part of the text it became a regular part of the
text in the 1921 edition

section 99 this revelation to john murdock was placed in its
present sequence in the 1876 edition of the doctrine and covenants
at that time and in subsequent editions the heading has listed the
date as august 1833 however there is considerable evidence that
this date is incorrect brother murdocks own journal the kirtland
revelation book and the editions of the doctrine and covenants
previous to 1876 all give the date as august 1832 16 the earlier date
is certainly correct especially as determined from the journal and its
sequence of events therefore the new edition gives the proper date
and adds this explanation although editions of the doctrine and
covenants beginning with 1876 have listed this revelation as kirt-
land august 1833 earlier editions and other historical records certify
to the proper information the error of dating in the 1876 edition
has caused this section to be placed out ofproper chronological order
it should properly be between sections 83 and 84

section 102 the headings in the former editions of this section
have read MINUTES of thrhethee organization of the first high cocounciluncil of
the church ofofjesusjesus chiistchrist of latter day saints at kirtland ohio
february 17 1834 the 1981 edition contains several significant
differences to avoid an anachronistic reference to the present name

5 Woodfordwoodfbrdwoodfard historical development of the doctrine and covenants ppap 1127 28
cook16cook revelations ofprophetjosephof prophet joseph smith p 201
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of the church the words the church are used instead of the complete
title see discussion of section 1

other additions in the headnote include the following the
orioiioiforiginalginal minutes were recorded by elders oliver cowdery and orson
hyde two days later the minutes were corrected by the prophet
read to the high council and accepted by the council verseyversesverses3030 32
having to do with the council of the twelve apostles were added by

the prophet josephposeloseph smith in 183518557855 when he prepared this section for
publication in the doctrine and covenants this addition was ap-
propriateprop riate and necessary since the council of the twelve was organized
in march 1835 a year after the kirtland high council came into be-
ing and a clarification between the two was needed

section 107 this extensive revelation on priesthood is dated in
the 1921 edition as 28 march 1835 however it is clear that not all of
the section was received on that day the 1981 edition adds this ex-
planation although portions of this section were received on the
date named the historical records affirm that various parts were
received at sundry times some as early as november 18311831

the records referred to tell us that when first published in the
1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants this revelation was sec-
tion III111ili and captioned on priesthood with no date given later
the 1876 edition was prepared by elder orson pratt and he placed
this revelation as section CVII with the explanation raerafforeparttheforepartthe fore tartparttarr or
firstfiftyfirst fittyfifty eight verses being given march 28th 18351855 the other items
were revealed at sundry times since the entire document appeared
in the 1835 edition the sundry times spoken of by elder pratt had
to have been earlier than 28 march 1835

the material now in verses 59 100 is in the kirtland revelation
book which states that this material was revealed in november
1831 this information clarifies dacd&c 10758 which refers to an
earlier but unspecified revelation on church government likewise
verse 93 which speaks of a vision showing the order of the sev-
enty also seems to refer to an earlier revelation there are other
evidences that parts of section 107 were received earlier than the
traditional date for example verses 53 55 occur verbatim in a bless-
ing given by the prophet to his father on 18 december 1833 sixteen
months before the popular date given for section 107

the realization that section 107 is a compilation of revelations
rather than a single one received on 28 march 1835 is historically
quite helpful to understanding the doctrine and covenants it says
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something about how revelation comes and how it is used and indi-
cates that the prophet received some revelations earlier than the date
under which they appear formally in the doctrine and covenants

section 108 this revelation is directed through the prophet
joseph smith to lyman sherman the former editions of the doc-
trine and covenants have not presented enough background material
in the heading to enable the reader to understand the content of the
revelation correctly consequently there has been some misunder-
standing concerning it former editions have interpreted the revela-
tion as a promise to brother sherman that he would be ordained to
the office of elder see the heading to the 1921 and subsequent print
ings however sincesince brother sherman was already a seventy and a
high priest at the time of the revelation some additional background
is needed

on 26 december 1835 lyman sherman came to the prophet
and said he was wrought upon and troubled and desired a revela-
tion through the prophet as to his shermanssheriansShermans duties 17 just what
was bothering him is not specified

the direction in dacd&c 1082 4 26 december 1835 is that
brother sherman should let his soul be at rest concerning your
spiritual standing and that he would be remembered with the first
of mine elders whom I1 have chosen this is not intended to mean
an ordination to the office of elder in the melchizedek priesthood as
the 1921 edition states since he was already a high priest but seems
to mean something like you shall be one of the first leading
elders in the church etc in 1837 he was released from the office of
seventy since at that time high priests could not be seventies and
was subsequently called as a member of the twelve 16 january 18183918593 9
but died february 1839 before he was ordained the headnote and
content summary to this section in the new edition of the doctrine
and covenants are worded in a manner to guide the reader toward a
proper context and interpretation this section is a clear example of
the need for adequate background information if we are to under-
stand correctly

section 119 this section presents a revelation that was given to
the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith at far west missouri on 8 july 1839 ear-
lier in the church the united order had been practiced wherein
those who belonged to the order deeded their entire property to the

17 17historyhistory odtheof taetherae church 2345
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church due to severe persecution and the failure ofmany to comply
with the requirements of the order this procedure was changed by
revelation and a system of tithing instituted the revelation known as
section 119 was given in response to the prophets supplication 0
lord show unto thy servants how much thou requirerequiresst of the proper-
ties oathyofthyof rhythyrby people for a tithing without knowing this background
one could easily misunderstand the revelation the word tithing
itself means a tenth however the prophet was not asking the lord
simply to show him how much a tenth was in the transition from the
united order there needed to be some guidelines furthermore it is
evident that the word tithing as used in the earlier revelations and as
commonly spoken of by the brethren was not limited to a tenth but
it was a more inclusive term covering all contributions and consecra-
tions of property thus in the 1981 edition the following is added to
the headnote

the law of tithing as understood today had not been given to the
church previous to this revelation the term tithing in the prayer
just quotedandinquotequotedsandindandinundand in previous revelations 6423 85383 9711 had meant
not just one tenth but all freewill ooooffofferingsmingseings or contributions to the
churchchurchfundsfunds the lord hadpreviouslypadhadpav previously given to the church the law of
consecration andstewardshipand stewardship ofofpropertyproperty which members chiefly the
leading elders entered into by a covenant that was to be everlasting
because ofoffadureoffafailuremureduremune on the part of many to abide by this covenant the
lord withdrew it for a time and gave instead the law of tithing to the
whole church the prophet asked the lord how much of theirpropertytheir property
he requiredrequiredforfor sacredpurposessacred purposes the answer was this revelation

not only is the clarification valuable to understanding this sec-
tion but it also enables us to get the proper insight to a previous
revelation known as section 64 in which is found the statement he
that is tithedpithed shall not be burned at the lords coming dacd&c 6423
when we understand what tithing meant in that day 1831 wecanbecanwe can
appreciate that it is not a mere ten percent that guarantees protection
against the fire the true sense of the revelation is that he who is
wholly consecrated and dedicated shall not be burned As a footnote
to 6423 the new edition tells the reader to see note on tithing in
heading to section 119 having this background information is
essential to gaining a correct understanding of both section 64 and
section 119

section 120 since the 1921 edition the date of this section has
been unintentionally given the incorrect date of 18 july it has now
been corrected to read 8 july which the prepublication records show
to be the correct date it being the same day as for section 119
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section 129 this section presents three grand keys by which
the correct nature of ministering angels and spirits may be distin-
guishedguished in earlier editions of the doctrine and covenants this sec-
tion was described as a revelation given to tojosephjoseph smith the prophet
on february 9 1843 conveying the impression that it was on this

date the prophet himself learned of these keys however there is
documentary evidence he had given a similar explanation to the first
presidency and the twelve on 27 june 1839 18 the written source
used for the doctrine and covenants was from a later occasion 1843
on which the prophet explained the same concepts and on which his
scribe william clayton recorded it thus the material now identi-
fied as section 129 although the product of revelation was not a
new revelation received in 1843 we do not know when the prophet
first received this knowledge but we know that it was at least by
27 june 1839 accordingly the headnote to the 1981 edition reads

instructions given byjosephby josethjosephjosfph smith february 9 1843 rather
than revelation given to joseph smith february 9 1843
this is an important matter for it contributes to the accuracy of the
new edition and relieves the awkward inference that the prophet him-
self did not receive the keys to angelic identification until late in his
ministry after most of the heavenly ministrantsministrants had already appeared
to him

section 132 the information contained in dacd&c 132 was re-
corded on 12 july 1843 to meet a spspecificecific need but the principle of
plurality of wives which constitutes a major portion of the section
was known to the prophet long before this date therefore the new
edition adds the following explanation although the revelation
was recorded inin 1843 it is evidentfromevident tromfrom the historical records that the
doctrine andprinciplesundand principles involveinvolved dendinvenin this revelation had jeenbeenfeenbe en known by

the prophet since 1831 this is an important clarification relative to
the time period in which the laws governing the plurality of wives
were revealed to the prophet among the historical evidence for the
earlier time period is a signed report written by elder orson pratt
in 1878 and published in the millennial star in it he affirms his per-
sonal knowledge that the prophet received a revelation on the matter
in the fall of 1831 19 A second piece of evidence comes from an ad-
dress by elder joseph F smith delivered in salt lake city on 7 july
1878 in which he gives 1832 as the time of the revelation 20

cook18cook revelations of prophetjosephprophet joseph smith ppap 286 87

19report19 report of elders orson pratt and joseph F smith millennialmillennialstarstatstar 40 9 december 1878 788
discourse by joseph F smith 7 july 1878 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscourses 2029
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sections 131377 138 these two sections are new to the doctrine
and covenants with the 1981 edition both documents are known to
church historians and members and have been published in church
literature they were first made part of the standard works by the
sustaining action of the general conference of 3 april 1976 and were
published as an insert to the pearl of great price they were then
transferred to the doctrine and covenants in the 1981 edition sec-
tion 137 is a record of a vision of the celestial kingdom given to the
prophet joseph smith at kirtland ohio 21 january 1836 sec-
tion 138 is an account of a vision of the saviors ministry in the world
of spirits given to presidentpresidentiosephjoseph F smith 3 october 1918 both of
these documents are fundamental to the doctrine of salvation for the
dead and are therefore invaluable additions to the doctrine and cov-
enants especially at this time when genealogical research temple
building and ordinance work for the living and the dead are reaching
unprecedented activity

supplement to official declaration 1 official declara-
tion 1 the manifesto has been published as part of the doctrine
and covenants since 1908 and remains unchanged in the new edi-
tion however there have now been added excerpts from three
addresses by president wilford woodruff regarding the mani-
festo which give detailed explanation as to why the manifesto was
issued president woodruff tells of the role of the president of the
church and of the revelations which he himself had received leading
to the discontinuance of plural marriage this material from presi-
dent woodruff has been published previously but this is the first
time it has appeared in a standard work

official declaration 2 in june 1978 the first presidency an-
nounced that a revelation had been received by president spencer W
kimball extending priesthood and temple blessings to all worthy
male members of the church the first presidency subsequently sent
a letter to the leaders of the church throughout the world informing
them of this revelation official declaration 2 consists of 1 an in-
troductory statement 2 the letter and 3 a concluding note to the
effect that the letter was unanimously sustained by the vote of the
general conference on 30 september 1978 as the word and will of
the lord

maps the 1981 edition of the doctrine and covenants isis the
first to contain maps showing significant locations having to do with
the rise of the church in this dispensation not every place men-
tioned in the doctrine and covenants is shown but the four maps
make it possible to locate the most significant cities rivers and other
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sites having to do with the contents of the doctrine and covenants
these maps were specially prepared by the department of geography
at BYU for publication in the new edition

THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE

the introductory note provided in the new edition of the
pearl of great price gives a short background of the various editions of
that book since the first collection was published in liverpool
england in 1818515 1 by elder franklin D richards the introduction
also provides a brief statement about the present contents each of
the various portions of the pearl of great price except the articles of
faith has been given subject matter chapter headings whereas earli-
er editions had only headings with limited content only thirteen
changes were made in the text of the pearl of great price about
twentyfivetwenty five corrections and additions were made for clarity in the
former headings

selectionsfromselections tromfrom the book of moses the moses material has had
various titles since it was first printed in the pearl great price in 1818515 1

at that time the moses material was fragmentary and contained no
unifying title or identification as to source in the 1878 second edi-
tion of the pearl of great price elder orson pratt enlarged the con-
tent of moses and added the title visions of moses to the introduc-
tory part and writings of moses to the remaining part the 1902
edition arranged the materials in eight chapters and labeled it book
of moses dr james E talmage later to become a member of the
quorum of the twelve prepared this edition on assignment from the
first presidency the new 1981 edition designates the moses material
as selections from the book of moses with the subheading anA
extract from the translation of the bible as revealed to joseph smith
the prophet june 1930 february 1831 this is an appropriate
heading because it identifies the source and the date as well as indi-
cating that this is not all of moses writing

another feature of note is the correction of the dates at the
beginning of each of the chapters of moses the dates when the ma-
terials were revealed to the prophet joseph recently became available
when the RLDS history commission kindly made the original manu-
script ofjosephofjoseph smiths translation of the bible available for research
since the book of moses is an excerpt from the prophets translation
of the bible the availability of the manuscript is very helpful for
many reasons one being that it contains several dates which when
placed with known dates and events in church history add to our
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knowledge of the time frame when the moses material was revealed to
the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith the new edition states that chapter 1 was
received in june 1830 which was correctly given in earlier editions
however chapters 2 5 were received by joseph smith from june to
october 1830 several months earlier than former editions had in-
dicateddicated part of chapter 6 was revealed in november 1830 rather than
in december as was formerly thought the date of chapter 7 was un-
changed since december 1830 is correct the date of chapter 8
which was given as december 1830 in previous editions is now
known to have been february 18311831851 having the correct dates permits
students to obtain a historical insight as to when the various portions
of the moses material were revealed to joseph smith it also helps to
establish a doctrinal relationship between the book of moses and the
revelations published in the doctrine and covenants which were
received during the same period of time june 1830 february 1831

the book ofabrahamof abraham through the variouss printingspaintingsprintings and edi-
tions of the book of abraham the clarity of the facsimilies has
deteriorated becoming less distinct and consequently less accurate
the new edition uses photoprintsphotoprints of the facsimilies as they occurred in
the first printing of the abraham material in the times and seasons
in 1842 21

A significant textual correction was made in abraham 1133 which
formerly read the first man who is adam our first father the
1981 edition reads the first man who is adam or first father
this change was made on the basis of a manuscript in the LDS church
historical archives which records abraham 1 clearly with the word or
rather than our for this passage the printing history of this verse is as
follows it was first printed in the times andseasonsand seasons of 1 march 1842
where it reads the same as the manuscript or first father 22 this
same text was continued in the first edition of the pearl of great
price july 18511851 and also in the 1878 and 1888 editions in the 1902
edition the text was changed to read our first father all subse-
quent editions of the pearl of great price have followed the text of
the 1902 edition the 1981 edition restores the earlier reading

piemiiwritingsViitings of ofjosephjoseph smith another significant format change
in the 1981 edition was to remove the caption writings of joseph
smith from matthew 24 and the joseph smith history formerly
joseph smith 1 and 2 this caption was a little misleading for these
items are not substantially different from other writings of joseph

21 times and seasons 3 1 and 15 march and 16 may 1842 703 720 21 783
22ibidibid 3 1 march 1842 704
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smith the matthew material is now appropriately labeled joseph
smith matthew with the subheading an extractfromextract tromfrom the trans-
lation of the bible as revealed to joseph smith the prophet in 18318311
matthew 2339 and chapter 24 it is abbreviated in the footnotes
of the new editions asasjsasasJS M

A correction of verse 8 was made by adding the words and shall
hate one another to the end of the verse this phrase has been miss-
ing in publications of the pearl of great price since 1818515 1 the correc-
tions were made on the basis of the original manuscript of thejosephththe eJosephjoseph
smith translation 23

A correction of verse 30 was made so it reads the love of men
in place of the love of many this correction was also made on the
basis of the original manuscript of the joseph smith translation24translation24 and
is consistent with a parallel passage in dacd&c 4527

the material formerly identified as joseph smith 2 is noynownow cap-
tioned joseph smith history abbreviated asasjsasasJS H A correc-
tion was made in verse 4 and 3656 concerning the date ofofalvinogalvinalvin smith s

death 25 the proper date is november 1823 not november 1824 as
has been erroneously printed in editions of the pearl of great price
since 1851 the year error apparently crept into the text because the
history was written several years after the event and was given er-
roneously in the times and seasons account from which the history
was extracted 26 however the proper year is easily ascertained from
an article in the wayne county new york sentinel under the date
of 25 september 1824 which mentions the fact of alvinsalbins earlier
death and burial this of course could not have been discussed in
september 1824 if the death did not occur until november of that
year some two months after the newspaper article was published
the newspaper article written by byjosephjoseph smith sr leaves no doubt
that alvin had passed away at the earlier date

the articles of faith three editorial corrections occur in the
1981 edition of the articles of faith in the fifth article of faith the
punctuation was altered to emphasize the need for divine authority in
the ministry by removing the comma after the word hands and plac-
ing it after the word autho7itauthorityy thus and by the laying on of hands
by those who are in authority to preach the gospel and administer in

23newnew testament manuscript 1 p 57 line 4 library archives the auditorium reorganized church of
jesuslesus christ of latter day saints independence mo

ibid p 56 A line 8

verse 56 was in error in all these printingspaintingsprin tings verse 4 did not offer a specific date until the 1902 edition
which then gave the year 1824 which of course was an error

timertimes and seasons 3 2 may 1842 772
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the ordinances thereof this correction emphasizes the obvious in-
tent of the passage

in the sixth article of faith the abbreviation viz was replaced by
the word namely

in the tenth article the former wording that zion will be built
upon this the american continent now reads zion the new je-
rusalem will be built upon the american continent this improve-
ment in the sentence structure allows a freer flow of words it also
specifies that the part of zion known as the new jerusalem will be
established in america whereas zion in the larger sense meaning
the stakes is not limited to america

conclusion

this article has been only a brief survey of the reasons for the
procedures followed in and the unique features of the new 1979 and
1981 editions of the standard works published by the church these
new editions officially manifest the intention of the church to pro-
mulgate the sacred word of the lord given in every age and to do it as
correctly as possible they have come forth at a time when study of
the scriptures is receiving increased emphasis in the church cur-
riculumri

the uniform reference system developed in these four standard
works reminds us ofofezekielsezekiels prophecy that the books will be one
in the hand of the lords people ezek 3715 19 this concept is

even more graphically described by lehi when he says that the writ-
ings ofofjosephsjosephs seed and ofjudahs seed shall grow together unto
the confounding of false doctrines and bringing people to a knowl-
edge of the covenants of the lord 2 nephi 312 the new study
aids the topical guide bible dictionary and maps bound within
the covers of the new editions and the improved footnotes and cross
references to the standard works on the very pages of the sacred books
are a step toward a fulfillment of these ancient prophecies and yet
these new editions are not perfect there will no doubt be further
corrections and additions in the years ahead but as they now stand
the 1979 and 1981 editions constitute the most comprehensive scrip-
ture study aid program ever made by the church

in general conference 1 april 1979 president spencer W kim-
ball spoke of the progress the church had recently made and even
more of the progress it was destined to make in the years ahead

the church is at a point in its growth and maturity when we are at last
ready to move forward in a major way but the basic decisions
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needed for us to move forward as a people must be made by the indi-
vidual members of the church we have paused on some pla-
teaus long enough the church is ready to accomplish
things now which it could not have done just a few years ago 27

some of the things being accomplished within recent years are in-
creased missionary activity improved genealogical research tech-
niques increased temple building and an increased emphasis on the
scriptures in the correlated curriculum of the church

at a time when the church ofjesusofjesus christ is rapidly extending its
message of salvation to all the world there is a greater need for these
new editions of the scriptures than ever before because the teachings
contained within them are fundamental to all the activities of the
church these scriptures are now ready for use as we stand at the
threshold of the greatest worldwide expansion of the kindkindgomkindgornkindbomgorn of god
in the history of mankind

27 27spencerspencer W kimball let Us move forward and upward ensign 9 may 1979 82
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